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Abstract

1.

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) provide high expressive
power focused on a particular problem domain. They provide linguistic abstractions and specialized syntax specifically designed for a domain, allowing developers to avoid
boilerplate code and low-level implementation details.
Language workbenches are tools that integrate all aspects
of the definition of domain-specific or general-purpose software languages and the creation of a programming environment from such a definition. To count as a language workbench, a tool needs to satisfy basic requirements for the integrated definition of syntax, semantics, and editor services,
and preferably also support language extension and composition. Within these requirements there is ample room for
variation in the design of a language workbench.
In this tutorial, we give an introduction to the state of the
art in textual DSLs and language workbenches. We discuss
the main requirements and variation points in the design of
language workbenches, and describe two points in the design space using two state-of-the-art language workbenches.
Spoofax is an example of a parser-based language workbench, while MPS represents language workbenches based
on projectional editors.

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) provide high expressive
power focused on a particular problem domain. They provide linguistic abstractions and specialized syntax specifically designed for a domain, allowing developers to avoid
boilerplate code and low-level implementation details. The
syntax can be graphical, textual, or even a mixture of the
two. DSL code (often called a “model”) is typically executed
by an interpreter, or transformed into programming language
code for subsequent execution. In addition to aligning notations closely with the domain, DSLs allow error messages
using domain terminology and optimizations based on domain knowledge.
Since DSLs typically focus on a single aspect of software
implementation, models in multiple DSLs or combinations
of models and regular programs are needed to cover all
aspects of a complete software system. Thus, DSL models
need to interact with models expressed with other DSLs and
with programs in general purpose programming languages.
This requires the extension of domain-specific checking and
optimization to combinations of languages.
To enhance acceptance of DSLs with their prospective
users (programmers or domain experts), the languages must
come with good IDE support, as we know it from tools like
Eclipse, Visual Studio or IntelliJ. Modern IDEs increase developer productivity by incorporating many different kinds
of editor services specific to the syntax and semantics of a
language. They assist developers in understanding and navigating through the code, they direct developers to inconsistent or incomplete areas of code, and they even help with
editing code by providing automatic indentation, bracket insertion, and content completion.
The development of new DSLs comprises many tasks,
ranging from syntax definition to code generation to the construction of an integrated development environment (IDE).
Language engineering tools are essential for productivity in
each of these tasks. Specifically for project-specific DSLs,
which are by their nature limited in scope, development must
be efficient, so DSLs can be developed as part of real-world
development projects.
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Domain Specific Languages

2.

Language Workbenches

Concrete syntax: The main dividing line is between graphical and textual notations. While in the long run we want
to be able to mix the two, currently most tools are either
focused on one, or at least have a strong bias. In this tutorial, we focus on textual notations.

Language workbenches [3] are tools that integrate all aspects
of the definition of domain-specific or general-purpose software languages and the creation of a programming environment from such a definition. To count as a language workbench, a tool needs to satisfy the following basic requirements and preferably also support language extension and
composition. Within these requirements there is ample room
for variation in the design of a language workbench.
2.1

Parser-based vs. projectional: Textual notations can either
be implemented based on parsers or based on a projectional editor.
Derivation of editor services: Some editor services can be
automatically derived from the language specification
(e.g. code completion), others may have to be customized
by the developer (outline view icons, or custom syntax
highlighting).

Basic Requirements

A language workbench should at least support the definition
of individual languages. A language definition consists of
the definition of the syntax and semantics of the language,
as well as the editor services that form the IDE.
Syntax definition: defines the concrete notation used for
models and their underlying structure, which is the basis
for analysis and transformation.

Storage: Storage can either be file-based, using existing version control tools for team collaboration, or repositorybased, often supporting real-time collaboration by various users. Furthermore, storage can be based on the abstract or the concrete syntax.

Semantics definition: defines the analyses and transformations applied to the structures defined by the syntax definition, including error checking, transformations such as
refactorings, and code generation to translate a model to
an implementation in a target language.

Inconsistent definitions: The model editor may or may not
allow models to be in an inconsistent or erroneous state.
Supporting (temporary) inconsistencies improves agility
of software development, not requiring the developer to
tend to each detail immediately.

Editor services definition: defines the editor services that
bind the language to an integrated development environment (IDE), including syntax highlighting, outline view,
bracket matching, automatic indentation, reference resolving, content completion, error marking, and refactoring. Editor services often depend on syntactic or semantic
analyses of the structure of edited models.

In the tutorial we discuss two state-of-the-art language
workbenches. Spoofax is an example of a parser-based language workbench, while MPS represents language workbenches based on projectional editors.

3.

The Spoofax language workbench [1, 6] is a platform for the
development of textual (parser-based) domain-specific languages with state-of-the-art IDE support. Spoofax provides
a comprehensive environment that integrates syntax definition, program transformation, code generation, and declarative specification of IDE components. The environment supports agile development of languages by allowing incremental, iterative development of languages and showing editors
for the language under development alongside its definition.
These editors can be used to view the abstract syntax of a
program or to directly apply transformations on a selection
of text. Spoofax is based on Eclipse, an extensible programming environment that offers many language-generic development facilities such as plugins for version control, build
management, and issue tracking. Spoofax language definitions take the form of Eclipse plugin projects, and can be
distributed to “end developers” using the Eclipse update site
mechanism.

Language workbenches typically provide high-level,
declarative DSLs to make language definition efficient.
2.2

Extension and Composition

The next step beyond support for the basic language definition requirements is support for language extension and
composition to cater for language evolution and software
projects consisting of models in multiple languages.
Language extension: existing languages can be extended
with new concepts, adapting them to more specific contexts.
Language composition: languages for different domains
can composed, either by symbolic integration such that
language concepts in one language can reference concepts defined in other languages, or by embedding, such
that concepts from one language can be embedded in another one.
2.3

Spoofax

3.1

Variation Points

Syntax Definition

The grammar forms the heart of the definition of any textual
language. It specifies the concrete syntax (keywords etc.)
and the abstract syntax (data structure for analysis and transformations) of a language. In Spoofax, the syntax is also

There are many decisions that must be made in the design of
a language workbenches. The following is a list of variation
points in the design space:
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used to derive customizable editor services, such as a default syntax highlighting service and an outline view service.
Spoofax uses the modular syntax definition formalism SDF2
[4, 8] for the specification of grammars. SDF grammars are
highly modular, combine lexical and context-free syntax into
one formalism, and can define concrete and abstract syntax
together in production rules.
3.2

instantiating parameters of transformation strategies. However, such extensions requires anticipation of extensibility in
the design of the base language by including proper extension points.
Composition of languages is typically handled by means
of a normalizing (‘desugaring’) transformation, which translates statements in an embedded language to an implementation in a common core language.

Semantics Definition

Spoofax uses the Stratego program transformation language [2] to describe the semantics of a language. Stratego
is based on rewrite rules for first-order terms, and strategies
that control the application of these rules. During development, the abstract syntax view can be used as a reference for
the first-order term representation of a language’s abstract
syntax. Rewrite rules may use string interpolation to conveniently generate text from textual templates. Alternatively,
rules may rewrite to abstract syntax or may use syntaxchecked concrete syntax expressions [9]. Code generation
rules can be used to transform the DSL to a compilable form.
They can be applied automatically as files are saved, or manually when triggered by the user. They can also be used to
create views of the language. By default, views are automatically kept up-to-date and regenerated in the background as
the source is changed. Stratego rewrite rules are also used
to specify semantic editor services, such as error checking,
reference resolving, and content completion.
3.3

4.

JetBrains’ Meta Programming System is a projectional language workbench [5] that has been developed over the last
couple of years by JetBrains and is now available open
source under Apache 2.0. MPS comes with an integration
into popular version control systems. While the code is represented as XML files, the tool provides diff and merge facilities on the level of the concrete, projected syntax. Starting with version 1.5, MPS also comes with a facility to define debuggers for DSLs. The tool has been used extensively
within JetBrains and is slowly getting traction outside of the
company [7, 11]. An extensive, detailed tutorial for MPS can
be found here [10]. An illustration of the capabilities of the
tool is provided by the screencasts and papers listed on the
mbeddr.com website [11].
4.1

Syntax Definition

MPS is a projectional editor. Consequently, language definition does not involve a grammar. Instead, language definition starts by defining the structure of the language through
concepts. Secondly, projection rules, also known as editors,
define the textual, tabular or graphical rendering of concepts.
The projectional approach has a couple of nice characteristics, in addition to fulfilling the requirements for language
workbenches described above:

Editor Services

Spoofax provides declarative editor descriptor languages for
the definition of editor services. For many editor services,
Spoofax generates default editor service descriptors from
the syntax of the language, which can be combined with
custom user-defined specifications in such a way that default
descriptors can be re-generated when the syntax definition
changes. Semantic editor services such as code generators
and refactorings are declared by binding a user interface
action to a semantics definition in Stratego.
3.4

JetBrains MPS

– Notations are more flexible than ASCII/ANSI/Unicode.
Graphical, semi-graphical and textual notations can be
mixed and combined. For example, a graphical tool for
editing state machines can embed a textual expression
language for editing the guard conditions on transitions.

Language Extension and Composition

Spoofax supports extension and composition of languages
through the modularity of its underlying SDF and Stratego
languages.
The syntax definition formalism SDF supports the full
class of context-free grammars, which is the only class of
grammars that is closed under composition. The definition
of lexical syntax is integrated with the definition of contextfree grammars, instead of using a separate language based
on regular grammars for the definition of tokens. As a result, also lexical syntax definitions of SDF are closed under
composition.
The semantics definitions in Stratego are also modular.
The definitions of rules and strategies can be modularly extended to support new language constructs. More precise extensions can be achieved by extending hook definitions or

– Since the model is stored independently from its concrete
notation, it is possible to represent the same model in different ways simply by providing several projections. Different viewpoints of the overall program can be stored in
one model, but editing can still be viewpoint specific. It is
also possible to store out-of-band data, i.e. annotations on
the core model/program, such as documentation, pointers
to requirements (traceability) , or feature dependencies in
the context of product lines.
4.2

Semantics Definition

In MPS, the structure of a program can be restricted using
various kinds of constraints: scopes, determine the set of
possible targets for references, type system rules calculate
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types based on typing rules and an inference engine, and
constraints check domain-specific properties of programs.
Transformations can be defined between arbitrary languages. Transformations are mappings from one language
structure onto another one, i.e. transforming the underlying
graph structure of a model. However, the concrete syntax of
the target language can be used in transformations, making
them look more like code generators.
Transformations can be cascaded and the MPS transformation engine incrementally reduces code until it cannot be
reduced any further, at which point a text file is generated for
subsequent compilation.
4.3

Finally, the upcoming MPS 2.0 will allow sub-languages
to define new notations for concepts inherited from a base
language.
More details on language composition and extension with
MPS can be found here [12].
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